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Gerry Dolan (Left) sets up apparatus for wind observations near Aber-
nathy, Texas, and Edward Patterson sets up apparatus for optical mea-
surements.

FIELD PHASE OF PROJECT DUSTORM COMPLETED

Project DUSTORM, a major combined aircraft and field experiment managed by NCAR's
Aerosol Project, was conducted from April 7 to May 4. A number of NCAR and univer-
sity researchers, as well as several federal and state agencies, participated. The
experiment was designed to test the influence of aerosols on the severity of convec-
tive storms that develop in the midwestern United States during the spring. The
severity of the storms, the production of large quantities of rain and damaging hail-
stones, and the incidence of tornadoes may be influenced by the aerosol particles
picked up over the arid southwest and transported behind a major storm front. During
the DUSTORM field program, three major storms were observed.
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Clockwise from top: Ed Patterson of the Upper Atmosphere Project adjusts a portable
generator used to power equipment at the various ground sites; the radar tower at
the National Severe Storms Laboratory at Norman, Oklahoma; Dale Gillette of the
Aerosol Project adjusts the Andersen 2000 multistage impactor, which was used at
the Abernathy, Texas, field station; Ed Patterson makes adjustments under one of the
instruments for wind determinations at the Abernathy site. In the background is a
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories optical measuring device, which was also operated
by Patterson; (center) damage from the tornado that struck Breckenridge, Missouri,
on April 23, 1975; Gerry Dolan, of NCAR's Aerosol Project, at the field station near
Abernathy. In the foreground is a high-volume, bulk filter collector.



Clockwise from top: Edin Danielsen, leader of the Aerosol Project, at a briefing
before Project DUSTORM; Jim Covington of the Research Aviation Facility (left) and
Art Wartburg of the Aerosol Project make final preparations for the first DUSTORM
flight mission; Loyd Newcomer of the Research Aviation Facility makes final adjust-
ments before leaving on the first DUSTORM mission on April 18; John Marwitz (stand-
ing) of the University of Wyoming confers with a member of the National Severe
Storms Forecasting Center in Kansas City, Missouri; Vaughan Russell of Clayton, Mis-

* souri, contributed to the project by collecting hailstones that fell during a tor-
nado in Breckenridge, Missouri, on April 23; Russ Nye (left) and Vinod Saxena of
the Denver Research Institute operate a condensation nucleus counter on board the
Electra; (center) one of NCAR's Queen Airs was used to monitor aerosols in the dust
generating regions.
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92 PINTS DONATED TO BLOOD BANK

The Belle Bonfils Memorial Blood Bank
visited NCAR on Wednesday, June 4, and 107
staff members and spouses volunteered to
give blood. Fifteen were rejected, a few
more than usual, but 92 pints were collected,
the second highest amount ever donated at
NCAR. The Employee Activities Committee
wants to thank everyone who offered to parti-
cipate, particularly the volunteer workers:
Betty Crosslen, John Donnelly, Lee Fortier,
Bonnie Gacnik, Vonda Giesey, Carolyn Graham,
Lois Gries, Nancy Martin, Nadine Perkey,
Linda Thiel, and Bill Zelt.

The blood was urgently needed, and the
first 20 pints were rushed to Denver as soon
as they were collected. Although many people
are unable to give blood for various medical
reasons and some are psychologically inhib-
ited from doing so, there are a few who sim-
ply don't want to be bothered or who wish to
avoid the minor discomfort usually associated
with giving blood. Perhaps a greater aware-
ness of human needs will prompt members of
this latter group to turn out in force at the
next blood donor day, scheduled for Novem-
ber 12.

Sheri Draper of the Belle Bonfils
As a result of NCAR's participation in Memorial Blood Bank Center prepares

the Blood Bank program, you and members of to take staff member Don Perkey's
your family are eligible for blood in almost blood.
any hospital in the country. Call Blair
Smallwood (ext. 565) or Vonda Giesey (ext. 222) for further information.

STAFF INVITED TO BROWN BAG MEETING

The staff is invited to a Brown Bag meeting on Wednesday, June 18. Francis
Bretherton and John Firor will review briefly the recent Board of Trustees meeting
in Washington; the UCAR Budget and Program Committee meeting; the status of the
NCAR budget; Project DUSTORM; NHRE's summer plans; and other upcoming NCAR activi-
ties. The staff will be encouraged to ask questions, and most of the time will be
reserved for discussion from the floor.
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BALLOON FACILITY SETS TWO RECORDS

The National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) in Palestine, Texas, marked two
important milestones. Sunday, June 2, at 3:00 a.m., the largest balloon ever
launched from Palestine was released for its flight 30 km above the earth. The bal-
loon's volume was 1.4 million n3. It carried a high energy X-ray experiment de-
signed by scientists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to record X-ray
emissions from distant galaxies, The experiment flew until 8:30 that evening and
was brought down in southwestern Arizona, about 24 km from the city of Parker. The
giant balloon, composed of nearly 65 km2 of filmy plastic, separated from the in-
struments during descent, landed nearby, and was picked up by the recovery team
from Palestine. The MIT experiment was the 999th successful launch from NSBF.

The following day, Flight 1000 took off. It was a smaller balloon, but an im-
portant scientific experiment. That balloon brought back measurements of flouro-
carbons ("Freons") and ozone from the stratosphere, part of a series of measurements
being made by the Upper Atmosphere Project of NCAR.

The Freon measurements will help scientists determine what effect civilization's
activities have on the layer of ozone in the stratosphere, which helps filter out
harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Those instruments were recovered from
the ballon landing site near Waco, Texas.

THE 12 MOST WANTED LIST

Here are the titles of 12 of the books and technical reports that have turned
up missing from the NCAR library. These titles have been checked out to individu-
als, each of whom claims that he or she no longer has the item. If you have any of
the missing books or reports, the library staff would greatly appreciate it if you
would return them or, if you still need them, let the library know their whereabouts.

To determine about how many titles are missing from its collection, the library
staff drew a random sample of 600 book titles, which allowed them to predict at the
95% confidence level. Nine percent of the books sampled were missing--that is, they
were not on the shelves and not checked out.

Each week Staff Notes will publish about a dozen of the known missing titles.

Books

*Abell, George Ogden: Exploration Of The Universe
SAdams, Ruth: Say No'
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American Meteorological Society: Conference On Severe Local Storms

American Meteorological Society. Malone, Thomas F. (ed.). Compendium Of Meteor-
ology, (Prepared Under The Direction Of The Committee On The Compendium Of Meteor-
ology)

Ardrey, Robert: The Territorial Imperative; A Personal Inquiry Into The Animal Ori-

gins Of Property And Nations

Asimov, Isaac: The Solar System and Back

Bamford, C.: The Formation And Decay Of Excited Species

Technical Reports

Abbot, C. G.: Solar Variation and Weather: A Summary of the Evidence

Alexander, A. L.: Corrosion of Metals in Tropical Environments, Part 1: Test Methods
Used and Results

Anderson, J. B.: High Energy Molecular Beams: Final Report Period Covered 1 March
1964-31 August 1967

Anstey, R. L.: Canal Zone Environment Pacific Sector

Appleman, H. S.: Weather Modification

SHORT ANNOUNCEMENTS

ARTISTS TO BE SELECTED FOR NCAR EXHIBITS'

Artists who would like to have their work considered for a showing at NCAR are
asked to notify the NCAR Information Office (ext. 262) by Friday, June 20. Inter-
ested artists will be asked to bring representative samples of their work to NCAR
on Wednesday, June 25, to be considered by a jury consisting of staff members Betty
Crosslen, Pat Kennedy, and Robin Vaughan. Six artists' work will be selected for
six one-month, one-person shows to be held through December of this year; they will
be notified by June 27.

The community art exhibit program began in February with a series Of five one-
artist shows selected by an NCAR jury. Each artist's exhibit is hung for one

month in the second floor lobby of the Mesa Laboratory, in a specially lighted area
open to visitors as well as NCAR staff members. Because of the limitations on ex-
hibit space, only work that may be hung vertically--such as paintings, prints,
drawings, photographs and wall hangings--may be shown.
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INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PUBLICATIONS ANNOUNCEMENT

The July issue of the NCAR Publications Announcement will include information
on books published by NCAR authors or their contributions to books (which we do not
have available for distribution as reprints). If you have contributed to a book or
published one, please send complete citation information to K. Redman in the Publi-
cations Office before the end of June.

NOTICE FROM PRINTSHOP

From June 16 through July 18, the Printshop darkroom will be operated on a part-
time basis only. (Clarence Cook, the cameraman, will be on vacation.) Your film
work may take at least three days during that period, so please plan ahead for the
work that you bring to Ray Walling.

NCAR NIGHT AT ELITCH'S PLANNED

Make plans now to attend one of NCAR's most popular extracurricular events,
NCAR Night at Elitch Gardens, on Wednesday, June 25, from 5:00 to 11:00 p.m. Lo-
cated at 4620 W. 38th Avenue in Denver, Elitch's is a large amusement park with a
great variety of rides and other attractions. Your Employeee Activities Committee
has rented the Rainbow Pavilion for the evening and will provide free beer and soft
drinks until the supply runs out. NCAR employees and their families or friends are
invited. Many leave directly from work and eat a picnic supper in the pavilion.

Tickets for free entry to the park (and the free beverages) may be obtained
from any of the following EAC representatives:

Dave Call, ext. 484 (ATD, Marshall) Tom Schlatter, ext. 679 (AAP)
Tony Delany, ext. 322 (AQM) Karyn Smith, ext. 204 (ADMN)
Lee Fortier, ext. 562 (ADMN, graphics) Dick Taylor, ext. 7835 (ATD, Jeffco)
Bonnie Gacnik, ext. 564 (ATD, computing) Bill Zelt, ext. 381 (HAO)
Alice Hayne, ext. 77649 (ADMN, 30th St.)

Please request only the number of tickets you expect to use. There was a short-
age last year, and more than 200 ticket-holders failed to use their tickets.

There is a large parking area on the west side of the amusement park. Show
your tickets at the main gate on the east end of the lot. Just inside the main
gate and to the left are ticket windows where unlimited ride coupons may be pur-
chased for $3.75 (a little expensive, but the kids will love it'). The EAC is
hoping for good weather and a big turnout.
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NCAR GOLF CLASSIC WINNERS ANNOUNCED

The Sixth Annual NCAR Golf Classic was held in Estes Park on June 6. The win-
ners and runners-up were:

Championship flight: Bob Serafin and Ed Brown
First flight: Bob Kuhnert and Wray Freiboth
Second flight: Keith Watson and Carlos Lucero
Third flight: Peter Gilman and Justin Smalley

The special prize winners were:

Least number of putts: Wray Freiboth and Keith Watson
Longest drive: Carl Randall
Hole-in-one winner: Bob Greenwald
Most improved golfer: Manley Bean

At another recent sporting event, staff member Michael Exner was awarded first
place. The event was a regional gliding competition held over Memorial Day weekend
at Waverly West Soaring Ranch north of Fort Collins.

NEED A USED TYPEWRITER?

From time to time, NCAR purchases new IBM typewriters and trades in the old
ones. IBM appraises the used machines and then sells them to NCAR employees. These
typewriters are usually operable and remain so under normal home use. They are
available at prices ranging from under $100 to about $250.

At Manley Bean's request the Employee Activities Committee (EAC) has agreed to
establish a method whereby all employees would be eligible to purchase these ma-
chines as they become available. Here is the procedure:

1. Notify EAC representative Karyn Smith that you are interested in purchasing
a used typewriter when one becomes available. Notify her by interoffice mail only.

2. Karyn will list the names in the order received. Any old lists will be
void. When your name comes to the top of the list, you will be notified at the
appropriate time.

3. If the person at the top of the list is not interested in the particular
typewriter offered, the second person on the list will be contacted, and so on
until the typewriter is sold. Only those purchasing a typewriter will have their
names stricken from the list.
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GRAPHICS: ASSIGNMENTS IN AND OUT

The Graphics Group's workload information is printed each week in Staff Notes
to assist scientists and other staff in planning ahead for graphic services.

As of June 11:

123 pieces of artwork completed for 16 scientists since the last report
45 pieces of artwork requested by 20 scientists since the last report
116 pieces of artwork backlogged as of June 11
Estimated starting date for new work submitted after June 11: June 25

DEPARTURE

Lynn Sherretz

75

June 6

Note: Christos Zerefos, whose Advanced Study Program appointment ended on May 31,
will remain at NCAR until July 31. His office is in the Fleischmann Building and
he is doing research with Walter Orr Roberts and Roger Olson on solar-weather rela-
tionships.

NEW STAFF MEMBERS

REGULAR

Bonnie Baird: Student assistant, casual, with Nucleation Studies Group. ML room
480B, ext. 323.

Gaynez Connell: Computer operator with Computing Facility. ML room 29, ext. 536.

Clifford Murino: Director of Atmospheric Technology Division. ML room 292A, ext.
391.

James R. Smith II: Instrument technician with RAF. Jeffco, ext. 7835.

Lynn Udick: Student assistant with NHRE. ML room 598, ext. 548.

TEMPORARY

Philip.Ehrmann: Computer operator with Computing Facility. ML room 29, ext. 536.

Gretchen Jahn: Data assistant with NHRE. ML room 498A, ext 227.
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Jos'e lelgarejo: Scientific visitor with SSAPP. ML room 300A, ext. 492 (after
July 1: room 306, ext. 495).

M. P. Paul: Scientific visitor with HAO. HAO, ext. 381.

Craig Powers: Computer operator trainee with Computing Facility. ML room 29, ext.
536.

Alfonso Richard Trujillo: Cafeteria helper with Cafeteria. ML cafeteria, ext. 267.

Hirokazu Yoshimura: Scientific visitor with HAO, HAO 108A, ext. 381-26.

VISITORS

John E. Bolkcom, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University of Arizona. Project:
Ice nuclei measurements. June 6-August 31. ML room 480, ext. 323.
--P. A. Gilman, ASP

Alex J. Dessler, Rice University. Field of interest: Thunderstorm electricity.
June 6-July 7. ML room 468A, ext. 321.
-- J. Doyne Sartor, Cloud Microphysics

Louise Morrison, Atlanta University Center. Field of interest: Mathematics.
June 9-August 25. ML room 400, ext. 674.
--Warren Washington, GCM Coordination and Operations

Glenn H. White, University of New York at Albany. Field of interest: Stratosphere
and Mesosphere. June 1-August 15. Library.
--P. A. Gilman, ASP

Sean Young, Queen Mary College, London. Field of interest: Turbulent flows. June 9-
July 6. Ext. 402.
--Jackson R. Herring, ASP

The following people are visiting the Computing Facility and can be reached at
ext. 534.

Sonny Clark, NOAA. Project: Analysis of incoherent scatter data from Jicamarca,
Peru. June 4-August 31. ML room 14, ext. 534.

Thomas A. Engel, Univeristy of Colorado. Field of interest: Particle bombardment
of middle atmosphere. June 3-August 31. Ext. 534.

John E. Frederick, University of Colorado. Field of interest: Particle bombardment
of middle atmosphere. June 3-August 31. Ext. 534.

Michael Karweit, Johns Hopkins University. Project: Interpretation of oceanic cir-
culation by film. June 6-9 and June 18-22. ML room 14, ext. 534.

(continued)
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Su-Tsai Soong, University of Illinois. Project: Nesting of grids in nonhydrostatic
computations. June 5-June 12. ML room 14, ext. 534.

Bob Kelly, Lehigh University. Project: Splines in numerical weather forecasting.
June 19-June 22. ML room 14, ext. 534.

Robert Stocker, University of Denver, Field of interest: Distribution of minor con-
stituents in the atmosphere. June 2-August 31. Ext. 534.

NIMBUS F LAUNCHED

The meteorological satellite Nimbus F was launched into a very good polar
orbit from the Western Test Range at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, at 0212
MDT on Thursday, June 12. The satellite's apogee is 1103.67 km and its perigee is
1098.92 km. It orbits the earth every 107.3 minutes at an inclination of 99.9590.

NCAR equipment aboard includes the space-borne segment of the Tropical Wind
Energy and Reference Level Experiment (TWERLE) being carried out this summer as
part of the Global Atmospheric Research Program. TWERLE is a meteorological ob-
serving system using lightweight, low-cost superpressure balloons that carry sensing
devices to measure ambient air pressure and temperature and geometrical altitude.
These data are transmitted to the Random Access Measurement System aboard the Nimbus
satellite.

Another NCAR instrument aboard Nimbus is the Limb Radiance Inversion Radiometer
(LRIR). The principal investigator for this experiment is John Gille, leader of
the Upper Atmosphere Project (UAP). Other investigators are Paul Bailey of UAP,
Frederick House of Drexel University, Richard Craig of Florida State University,
and John Thomas of the Honeywell Radiation Center (Massachusetts). The LRIR scans
across the earth's horizon or limb, rather than scanning vertically downwards, to
determine the distribution of temperature, ozone, and water vapor from the lower
stratosphere (approximately 15 km) through the lower mesosphere (approximately 60
km). The LRIR scans four regions in the infrared portion of the spectrum to make
these measurements.

Both experiments will be turned on for test Friday and Saturday. Successfully
launched into orbit, Nimbus F becomes Nimbus 6.

* * *
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JOB OPENINGS
As of June 11

NCAR is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Women and minority applicants are encouraged to identify
themselves. A copy of our Affirmative Action Program is
available for review. M.L. Bean, Director, Equal 0pportunity
Programs.

Staff members and those on lay-off who wish to be considered for a position
should contact the Employment Administrator within two weeks after the job is
first posted. If qualified, these persons will be given first consideration;
if possible, the position will be filled from this group. After the two-week
period, if no current or laid-off employee is selected to fill the position
persons from outside NCAR will be considered. Each salary will be determined
according to the individual's qualifications. For more information, please
contact the Personnel Office (ext. 569 or 555).

REGULAR ull-time):

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY: For the Upper Atmosphere Group to type manuscripts,
including proofreading and editing material for grammar, sentence structure

and clarity; gather statistics and other information for reports and compose
drafts of reports; check monthly budget statements and travel expenditures;

maintain general awareness/knowledge of NCAR/UCAR operations and organizational
changes; and perform usual secretarial duties; sort mail, answer telephones,
arrange travel, type letters/memos. Minimum requirements include: 5 years
general secretarial work or 2-3 years administrative work; experience in
manuscript/mathematical equation typing; dictaphone and typing at 65 wpm/up;
previous experience in a scientific atmosphere would be helpful and will be
given consideration in the hiring decision. Non-exempt ranges 18-19.
Anticipated minimum salary: $680/month. This position may be filled after
June 3, 1975.

BINDERY WORKER:. To assemble printed work into completed form using cutter,
drill, stitcher, folder, collator, padding, and binding equipment. Requirements
include a minimum of 1 year experience in printing or bindery work; manual
dexterity, and mechanical ability to understand operation of power equipment.
Non-exempt range 17. Anticipated minimum salary: $620/month. This job may
be filled after June 24, 1975.

DIRECTOR, ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS & PREDICTION DIVISION: The Atmospheric Analysis

and Prediction Division of NCAR undertakes studies of the dynamics of the
earth's atmosphere on all size scales. Frequently these studies are conducted
jointly with university and other groups. In this research area, as in others,
NCAR selects for emphasis problems which are scientifically inportant, which

require the size and continuity of a national center for their successful0
study, and which relate to urgent concerns of the nation or the world. The
director of AAP is responsible for the development of the scientific goals and
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plans of the division and the general management of the activities of the
division.. The director in particular must insure the proper interaction of the
division with other NCAR research and support activities and with the university
atmospheric science community, the selection of suitable individuals for term
scientific appointments, and the nomination of qualified scientists for senior
appointments. In addition, the director of AAP participates with directors of
other NCAR divisions in advising the Director and Executive Director on NCAR
scientific policies, priorities and goals, and on NCAR operations. Candidates
must have demonstrated an ability to perform original research of a high order,
and hence be qualified for an NCAR senior scientific appointment. They must
have had successful managerial experience and must have sufficient knowledge
of atmospheric dynamics to enable them to discharge the responsibilities of
the position wisely and effectively. With respect to the latter two points --
managerial experience and knowledge of atmospheric dynamics -- candidates must
have a recognized outstanding record in at least one of these. Exempt range
64. Anticipated minimum salary: $28,600/year. This position may be filled
after July 8, 1975.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN: To provide the scientific and engineering staff of the
Research Systems Facility with assistance in circuit design, hardware design,
software design, chassis design as well as design layout and fabrication of PC
boards and/or wire wrap boards using skills in schematic and blue print reading,
drafting, documentation and purchasing of electronic components. The job will
involve analog, digital and RF circuit breadboarding and testing using state-
of-the-art components and equipment. Requirements include 6 years of electronic
technician experience with the last 2 years of experience in the type of work
described above; knowledge and use of instruments and equipment such as
oscilloscopes, frequency counters, frequency generators, pulse generators,
frequency sweepers, spectrum analyses, strip recorders, impedance bridges, hand
tools, soldering techniques, drillpress, lathe, mill, schematic reading. Non-
exempt range 21. Anticipated minimum salary: $855/month. This position may
be filled after June 24, 1975.

INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN: For the Research Aviation Facility primarily
responsible for installation, calibration, maintenance, and operation in
flight of meteorological instrumentation and data systems on NCAR aircraft.
Job duties include (but are not limited to) troubleshooting of digital and
analog meteorological equipment, and the mini-computer data system. Additional
functions include assisting engineers in the design, test and evaluation of
air-borne research instrumentation. Minimum requirements include 3 years
digital experience preferably relating to mini-computers or data acquisition
systems; 2 years analog or general instrumentation experience; formal
technical or trade school in electronics (additional experience in above
mentioned areas may be substituted for formal training); thorough knowledge
of laboratory test equipment, logic circuitry, and logic troubleshooting; and
ability to read software programs. This position requires substantial travel

* (up to a total of 4 months per year with individual trips usually not exceeding
60 days); FAA Class III medical certificate and completion of a physiological
training course. Non-exempt range 21. Anticipated minimum salary: $855/month.
This position may be filled after June 17, 1975.
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MACHINIST/INSTRUMENT MAKER: To work on the development and construction of
state-of-the-art scientific instruments. Responsibilities include the assembly
and tooling of components for three special telescopes for the HAO observing
station at Mauna Loa, Hawaii. Requirements include: familiarity with usual
machine shop practices, professional use of lathes, milling machines, surface
grinders, drill press, power saw (with varying but sometimes demanding degrees
of accuracy); ability to work from finished drawings, sketches and oral
descriptions; knowledge of the characteristics and proper use of a wide
variety of material including steel, aluminum, brass, cast iron, copper, invar,
wood, and many plastics; experience in the field of research instrumentation
and development is highly desirable; skill, knowledge and familiarity or
interest in the related areas of astronomy, electronics and mechanics will be
factors condsidered in the hiring decision. Non-exempt range 21. Anticipated
minimum salary: $855/month. This position may be filled after June 10, 1975.
NOTE: This position is offered on a term appointment and is available only
for the duration of the project; it is anticipated that the project will continue
for two or three years from date of employment.

MACHINIST/INSTRUMENT MAKER: To work on the development and construction of
state-of-the-art scientific instruments for the High Altitude Observatory.
Requirements include: familiarity with usual machine shop practices,
professional use of lathes, milling machines, surface grinders, drill press,
power saw (with varying but sometimes demanding degrees of accuracy); ability
to work from finished drawings, sketches and oral descriptions; knowledge of
the characteristics and proper use of a wide variety of material including
steel, aluminmm, brass, cast iron, copper, invar, wood, and many plastics;
experience in the field of research instrumentation and development is highly
desirable; skill, knowledge and familiarity or interest in the related areas
of astronomy, electronics and mechanics will be factors considered in the hiring
decision. Non-exempt range 21. Anticipated minimum salary: $855/month. This
position may be filled after June 24, 1975.

PROGRAMMER I: (2) These positions require coding of a variety of scientific
programs; preparation of flow charts; the translation of flow charts into
FORTRAN; the check-out of programs; and the scheduling and control of production
runs. Work is performed under direct supervision. Minimum requirements include:
B.S. degree in computer science, mathematics, engineering or physical science
(or the equivalent experience in scientific programming) and one year experience
in scientific programming in addition to course work. Exempt range 54.
Anticipated minimum salary range: $10,380 - $13,000/year. These positions are
available beginning July 1, 1975.

PROGRAMMER II: For the design and implementation of computer programs to analyze
and display large scientific data sets. The analysis includes statistics,
functional fitting and reconstruction techniques. The analysis is usually
specified by the scientist, or project leader, but a familiarity with these
analysis techniques is required. Minimum requirements include: B.S. degree
in computer science, mathematics, engineering or physical science (or the

equivalent experience in the analysis of scientific data sets); minimum 3 years
experience in programming projects for data analysis; and experience with
scientific data sets. Exempt range 56. Anticipated starting salary range:
$12,550 - $15,700/year. This position is available beginning July 1, 1975,
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PROGRAMMER III: For the management, design, and implementation of general
capability codes for large data set management, analysis, and quality control.
The general capabilities needed are: (1) processor design for data retrieval,
error control, filtering, and other reconstruction techniques (2) analysis
design for the display and interrogation of data for scientific investigation
including such popular analyses as spectrum analysis, functional fitting,
statistics, graphics, etc. and (3) data management design for the collection,
cataloging, and archiving of data sets for easy access by the scientific
community. This position entails becoming familiar with current capabilities,
and continuing the development of new and more general capabilities. Minimum
requirements include: M.S. degree in computer science, mathematics, engineering,
or physical science, or the equivalent in experience gained in thedesign and
implementation of data systems; knowledge of data collection systems;
experience in data control systems such as automated data recovery, error
control and maintenance systems; and design of analysis systems including
display capabilities and diagnostic analysis. Exempt range 58. Anticipated
starting salary range: $15,200 - $19,000/year. This position is available
beginning July 1, 1975.

PROGRAMMER III: For the design, implementation, and management of large computer
models to simulate atmosphericprocesses. Duties include: the cooperative
definition of numerical techniques, languages, and other computer techniques
necessary to simulate the physics in a computer model; the design of flexible,
modular, efficient code that will maximize the effectiveness of the experiment
while minimizing the use of computer resources; the implementation of this
design, including the coding of the programs, the management of several other
programmers and the evaluation of the project. This position requires
coordination between scientist and programming staff, setting realistic
priorities and time specifications and the delivery of appropriate numerical
and computer techniques to the project. Minimum requirements include: M.S.
degree in computer science, mathematics, or physical science, or the equivalent
experience in atmospheric modeling; experience in the numerical and computer
techniques used in atmospheric modeling; experience in the design and
implementation of large computer models; experience on large computers such as
Control Data 7600; and project lead experience an scientific computers. Exempt
range 58. Anticipated starting salary range: $15,200 - $19,000/year. This
position is available beginning July 1, 1975.

SCIENTIST: For 3-year term appointment with the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE) for numerical modeling on the tropical atmosphere, assuming
initial responsibility for construction of a numerical prediction model
suitable for testing and developing new formulations of the boundary layer,
cumulus convection and other important physical processes. Applicants for
this position must have a Ph.D. (or equivalent experience) in atmospheric
sciences; a record of scientific publications; demonstrated creative,
independent research capability by publication in areas of primitive-equation
atmospheric model research; in real-data predition of the tropical atmosphere

* (in meso-scale-synoptic-scale range) and in analysis of tropical mtoooia
W data. Exempt range 59. Anticipated minimum salary: $17,700/year. This

position is available July 1, 1975; hiring decision is expected to be made
by June 15, 1975.
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SUPERVISORY INSTRUMENTATION MASTER TECHNICIAN: For the Research Aviation
Facility to supervise the technician group active here in areas of installation,
calibration, operation, and maintenance of meteorological instrumentation
and data systems on NCAR aircraft; participate in design, test, evaluation
of the instrumentation and systems; maintain/document data recording systems;
provide training program for servicing of data recording systems; provide
troubleshooting/repair facility. Requirements include 10 years electronic
technician experience relating to aerospace electronics; demonstrated
successful supervisory experience; digital breadboarding/testing/trouble-
shooting, preferably related to mini-computer/data acquisition systems
(3 years); experience with inertial and radio navigation systems; logic
troubleshooting; experience as instructor in technical training and familiarity
with mini-micro computers desired. EXempt range 56. Anticipated minimum
salary: $12,500/year. This position may be filled after June 6, 1975.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER: For the Computing Facility, generally responsible
for design, formulation and implementation of complex computer system soft-
ware programs. Specific responsibilities include assisting in the installation
of the TBM software, becoming acquainted with overall 7600 CPU and PPU
drivers required for TBM subsystem operations; understanding and maintaining
of all TBM software used by the PDP 11/35 in the communication and control section
of the TBM system; participating in. the design and implementation of DBM
modifications to be TBM system, the 7600 system, fifth generation computer and
front end system. A complete job description is available in the Personnel Office.
Requirements include: M.S. degree in computer science, mathematics, engineering
or physical science or equivalent experience, 4-7 years overall programming;
demonstrated expert knowledge of designated areas. Knowledge of the PDP II and
7600 machine languages and ability to program in machine language is desired.
Exempt range 58. Anticipated starting salary range: $15,200 - $19,000/year.
This position is available beginning July 1, 1975.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER: For the Computing Facility, generally responsible
for design, formulation and implementation of complex computer system software
programs. Specific responsibilities include assisting with the 5th generation
computer software effort, involving becoming thoroughly familiar with the
vendor's system or participation in the design and implementation of an NCAR
operating system; becoming acquainted with all hardware specifications that
effect the software performance and design; involvement with the ongoing system
development related to the CDC 7600. Requirements include a M.S. degree in
computer science, mathematics, engineering or physical science or the equivalent
experience; 4-7 years overall programming; demonstrated knowledge of
designated areas. Knowledge of 7600 machine language and ability to program
in machine language is desirable. Exempt range 58. Anticipated starting
salary range: $15,200 - $19,000/year. This position is available beginning
July 1, 1975.
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SPECIAL PROJECT (Full-time):

DATA ANALYST: For the National Hail Research Experiment to take part in the
analysis of data from the field experiments. This includes the complex and
interrelated analysis of radar, precipitation, and surface and upper air
observations. The person filling this position will be expected to participate
in the execution of NHRE field operations, involving in part the direction and
control of research and seeding operations and flying as a scientific observer
on both the seeding and research aircraft as may be required. Minimum require-
ments include experience at the M.S. degree level in the physical, statistical,
and computer analysis of radar and precipitation data and an M.S. degree in
atmospheric sciences. Experience in weather modification operations and cloud
physics research programs is desirable. Exempt range 55, Anticipated minimum
salary: $12,100/year. This position may be filled after June 20, 1975.

RADAR METEOROLOGIST: For the National Hail Research Experiment to conduct
analyses of hailstorm data and to develop analysis techniques, the overall
objective being to obtain a better understanding of hailgrowth mechanisms
and to develop improved concepts of hail suppression. The selected candidate
will work with data from aircraft circumnavigation and penetrating hailstorns
to provide information on dynamical and thermodynamic properties and on
nature of the precipitation particles; and to work with data from conventional,
Doppler, and dual-wavelength radars, as well as with synoptic and other kinds
of data; and to work in both macrophysics and microphysics areas. Because of
the importance of perceptive physical interpretation and synthesis of these
kinds of data, it is necessary for the individual to have a demonstrated
capability for creative data analysis, as well as having familiarity with a
broad range of meteorological instrumentation, especially radar techniques,
and a background in meteorology at the Ph.D. degree level. Exempt range 59.
Anticipated minimum salary: $17,700/year. This position may be filled
after June 10, 1975. The NHRE Project is scheduled to continue through June
30, 1979.

SKYLAB WORKSHOP COORDINATOR: To manage the operation and coordinate the
activities of the Workshops in close cooperation with the Deputy Director of
HAO and the Directors of the Workshop Series; hire and supervise the support
personnel, administrative and scientific, required by the Workshop Project;
initiate all requests for the services needed by the Project; montor the
allocation of available resources; insure that the policies, procedures and
activities of the Workshops are consonant with UCAR policies and the legal
limitations of the NASA Contract, This position demands considerable
scientific judgement and managerial skill. Candldates for this position must
possess a Ph.D. in Astrophysics, Astronomy, or Physics or demonstrate equivalent
experience. This person should hav had some research experience in the field
of Solar Physics past the doctorate level and the managerial potential required
in order to be successful in the performance of this administrative position.

*Exempt range 59. Anticipated minimum salary: $17,700/year. This position may
be filled after June 28, 1975. The Skylab Solar Workshop Project is scheduled
to continue to May 1, 1977.
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TEMPORARY (Full-time):

PROGRAMMER II: To continue the development of a radar data processing code,
entailing becoming familiar with existing code, making changes in the program
response to the data, and making production runs of the programs. Requirements
include a.B.S. degree in computer science, engineering or mathematics, or
programming experience equivalent to the degree level, and 1 year programming
of data analysis systems. Exempt range 54. Anticipated minimum salary: $5.00/hour.
Thisposition may be filled after June 17, 1975.

TEMPORARY (Part-time):

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN: To provide assistance in the design and construction
of prototype electronic equipment for the Research Systems Facility. This may
include design layout and fabrication of PC cards, wire wrap cards, electronic
chassis and other related equipment. Minimum requirements include 3 years
experience as a electronics technician performing duties related to the above,
plus skill in the use of hand tools, soldering equipment, schematic reading,
drafting and documentation. Non-exempt range 18. Anticipated minimum salary:
$3.70/hour. This position may be filled after June 24, 1975.

RADIO OPERATOR: To operate a high power (2 kW) H.F. S.S.B. communications station
to provide communications between French Guiana and Boulder, Colorado during the
Carrier Balloon flight program. Hours for this job will be variable, but
usually not before 6:00 a.m. or after 6:00 p.m. Some station maintenance will be
performed by the operator. Requirements include 1 year as operator of a high
power single sideband HF communications station (general class amateur radio
license or equivalent military or civilian experience); and the capability
of minor electronic and mechanical repairs to station equipment including
100 ft. tower, rotator, and antenna. Non-exempt ranges 13-14. Anticipated
minimum salary: $2.50/hour. This position is available August 1, 1975;
working hours will be on a will-call as needed basis, averaging approximately
20- 30 hours per week.

CASUAL:

LIBRARY COURIER: To make trips from NCAR Mesa Library to HAO, NOAA and CU
Libraries to borrow, photocopy or lend material. This job requires a valid
driver's license; selected candidate will be required to take GSA driver's test
for Government driver's license. Previous experience in library reference
work would be helpful. Work schedule is flexible, requiring approximately
12-15 hours per week. Non-exempt range 14. Anticipated minimum salary:
$2.60/hour. This position may be filled after June 17, 1975.
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CASUAL:

PRINT SHOP MAIL CLERK: Responsible for mailing list files and their maintenance;
for addressing envelopes and labels made from files; for print-outs, which may
be needed weekly, monthly, or periodically; for addressing, stuffing and zip-"
code sorting of mailings; and for some ozalid copy assignments. Requirements
include accurate typing ability, orderly work habits and dependability
will average approximately 20 hours per week. Non-exempt range 14, Anticipated
minimum salary: $2.60/hour. This position may be filled after June 17, 1975.

Staff Notes information should be sent to Editor Lynne Mesirow (ext. 644) by

5:00 p.m. on Tuesday.
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Calendar Notes
June 16 through June 23, 1975

MONDAY, June 16

* Meeting -- UCAR University Relations Committee

9:00 a.m. Monday to 12:00 noon Tuesday
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Damon Room

0 ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium -- Orientation, John H.E. Clark, Coordinator,
Pennsylvania State University, followed by lecture series on
Introduction to Physics and Chemistry of Upper Atmosphere, Michael
McElroy, Harvard University

9:00 a.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

TUESDAY, June 17

* Special AAP Seminar -- A Numerical Study of Frontogenesis, Stephen
Mudrick, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory

10:30 a.m.
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Main Seminar Room

* ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Seminar -- Laboratory Measurements of Reaction
Rates, Douglas Davis, University of Maryland

1:30 p.m.

Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

WEDNESDAY, June 18

0 ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Lecture -- Introduction to Physics and Chemistry
of Upper Atmosphere, Michael McElroy, Harvard University

10:00 a.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

* Brown Bag Forum -- John Firor and Francis Bretherton

12:30 p.m.
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Main Seminar Room

* ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Seminar -- Chlorine Chemistry, R. J. Cicerone,
University of Michigan

1:30 p.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room
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WEDNESDAY, June 18 (continued)

* ASP/UAP Reception for NCAR Staff to meet Colloquium Participants -- Refreshments

3:30 p.m.
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Damon Room

THURSDAY, June 19

4 ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Lecture -- Introduction to Physics and Chemistry
of Upper Atmosphere, Michael McElroy, Harvard University

10:00 a.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

* HAO Colloquium -- White Light Coronagraph Observations of Polarization and
H-a Emission in Eruptive Prominences, Arthur Poland and Dick Munro, HAO

11:00 a.m.
HAO Classroom 138

@ ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Seminar -- Collection and Measurement of
Stratospheric Trace Gases, Leroy Heidt, AQM

1:30 p.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

* Turbulence Club Meeting -- Kinetic Equation for Turbulence from the BBGKY
Hierarchy, David Montgomery, University of Iowa

1:30 p.m.
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Damon Room

* Mesoscale Modeling Club Meeting (Part III of a series) -- Initialization
Procedure. Group Discussion

3:30 p.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

FRIDAY, June 20

* ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Lecture -- Introduction to Physics and Chemistry
of Upper Atmosphere, Michael McElroy, Harvard University

10:00 a.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room
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FRIDAY, June 20 (continued)

* ASP Special Seminar -- Eddy Viscosity in Two Dimensions, Robert Kraichnan,
Dublin, New Hampshire

1:30 p.m.
NCAR Mesa Laboratory, Main Seminar Room

MONDAY, June 23

0 ASP/UAP Summer Colloquium Lecture -- Introduction to Physics and Chemistry
of Upper Atmosphere, Michael McElroy, Harvard University

10:00 a.m.
Fleischmann Building, Walter Orr Roberts Seminar Room

Calendar Notes announcements may be mailed to Vonda Giesey, ML 252. Wednesday
at 12:00 noon is the deadline for items to be included in the Calendar Notes.
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